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Abstract 
In this paper, Changli station in Hebei Province was taken as an example, in which the minute data of geomagnetic 
Z component was used to analyze the spectral values of its main frequencies during normal time, geomagnetic 
storm time and low point displacement time interval respectively. After fitting of ten high spectral values to loga-
rithmic functions, it is found that, by using same length of data, the spectral values at geomagnetic storm time in-
crease apparently compared with those at normal time, especially at the high frequency segment. While low point 
displacement occurred, the spectral values at high frequency are approximate to those at normal time, but at period 
above 4 hours they are mostly lower than those at normal time. Comparison of accumulating of some FFT results 
at low point displacement and normal time shows that, spectral values at periods of 8.5 and 13.7 hours increase at 
low point displacement time relative to those at normal time. Compared with the images of Ne observed at DE-
METER satellite, it is illustrated that the occurrence of geomagnetic low point displacement is well corresponding 
with the increase of Ne in ionosphere. Finally it was discussed about those spectral features and the occurrence 
mechanism of geomagnetic low point displacement. 
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Introduction 
The study with geomagnetic methods to predict earthquakes in China has been developed for 

a long time. There are kinds of techniques, such as geomagnetic loading/unloading response ratio 
method (SHI et al, 2002), geomagnetic transfer function (LI, 2005), low point displacement 
(DING and HUANG, 1988) and so on, in which low point displacement method has been widely 
employed in routine prediction work and obtained better effect. XIE and QIAO (2003) and DING 
et al (2006) used more than two dividing lines of low point displacement to do research on the 
relationship between them and earthquakes to reduce the predicted scale. GUO et al (1977) 
thought that around the time of multiplying 9 after geomagnetic storms, the earthquakes are more 
easily occurred. WU (2004) researched in detail on the phenomena of low point displacement in 
Sichuan Province, and combined the methods of “geomagnetic low point displacement” and 
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“geomagnetic storm” to predict the earthquake occurring time (WU et al, 2003). HUANG and YU 
(2000) studied the relationship between anomalous characteristics of low point displacement and 
seismicity. LI and LIANG (1989) pointed that the low point displacement method based on 
multi-stations produced different effect in different regions; as for the southwestern area, it was 
bad, but being effective in North China. 

At the same time, the ionospheric anomalous phenomenon has attracted more attention. Ana-
lyzing the magnetic field, ionospheric anomalies and their features prior to the Mani 7.5 earth-
quake on November 8, 1997 and the Kunlunshan Pass West 8.1 earthquake on November 14, 2001, 
DING et al (2004, 2005) found well consistence in short and imminent temporal and spatial dis-
tribution features between magnetic field and ionosphere. Around the epicentral area, there oc-
curred anomalies of geomagnetic diurnal variation, foF2 (critical frequency of F2 layer in ion-
sphere) presenting obvious anomaly at the Lhasa station, while low point displacement appeared 
one month before the earthquake with the dividing line passing the epicentral area. Since the ob-
servation of DEMETER satellite from June, 2004, a M5.5 earthquake occurred at west coast of 
Honshu, Japan on August 20, 2004 and a M8.5 earthquake occurred at Sumatra, Indonesia on 
March 28, 2005. Prior to these two earthquakes, the plasma parameters (including electron density, 
electron temperature and ion density, ion temperature) showed anomalous variation (Parrot et al, 
2006). Pulinets et al (2000) studied the events at high latitude (Alaska), middle latitude (central 
Italy) and lower latitude (New Zealand), and the results illustrated that weak ionospheric distur-
bances were presented in a few days before the main earthquakes, while the disturbed areas were 
not just above the epicentral areas, but deviating a little. With the coming of the earthquakes, dis-
turbed areas became larger and the anomalous amplitude increased. Some hours later after the 
events, disturbances recovered gradually. Under some conditions, disturbances not only occurred 
near the epicentral areas, but may propagate to the conjugate points along the magnetic lines 
(Pulinets et al, 2000). 

Many seismologists have studied the occurrence mechanism of geomagnetic low point dis-
placement. Based on the data of geomagnetic vertical component at Jiayuguan station in the period 
of 1993~1998, ZHAO et al (2005) suggested that convection of deep seated media could cause the 
variation of underground conductivity and magnetic susceptibility, leading to the variation of 
geomagnetic field. At the same time, the movement of underground media with high temperature 
also accompanies the anomalies of geothermal heat flow. When this relative vertical movement of 
mantle media is overlapped on the crust, it may result in crustal tectonic transformation and pro-
duce aseismic anomaly of geomagnetic low point displacement. 

Electromagnetic field is an effective carrier connecting the space and the Earth. More atten-
tion has been put on its application to earthquake prediction. Geomagnetic low point displacement 
is an objective phenomenon. Whether is there any relationship between its occurrence and space 
ionospheric disturbances or the variation of underground media electricity? On the basis of analy-
sis to every example of low point displacement, the anomalous variation features of magnetic 
spectrum during the time of low point displacement is studied, and compared with the ionospheric 
data observed by satellite, its occurrence mechanism has been discussed in this paper.  

1 Basic information of the station and data processing method 
The Changli station, located at eastern Hebei Province, China, is one of the earliest stations 

built in China, belonging to national network of geomagnetic observation stations. It has continu-
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ously observed the geomagnetic field for more than 30 years. Since 2000, the digital geomagnetic 
observation with minute sampling replaces the earlier analogue records after station transformation, 
which assure observing precision and the amount of data compared with original hourly values. 

Because the low point displacement occurs in a few hours, and does not continue for a few 
days, its duration is not long. In order to analyze its spectral features, spectrum amplitude values at 
single frequency was calculated by Fast Fournier Transformation, using geomagnetic minute data 
of Z component in a 3-days interval (LU et al, 2000), then prominent periods in the spectral values 
were analyzed and discussed. 

2 Distribution features of short-period geomagnetic spectrum 
The most obvious disturbance in geomagnetic observation is the magnetic storms. To reflect 

the spectral variation of magnetic field activity at different time, the spectrum during magnetic 
storms were compared with that of normal time. From November 8 to 10, solar activity was strong, 
and strong magnetic storms were recorded at surface magnetic field observation, with the biggest 
K index being 9. This geomagnetic activity lasted a longer time, continuing for whole 3 days. Fig-
ure 1 present the geomagnetic Z component minute data at Changli station and hourly data of geo-
magnetic Dst index during these three days, in which the Dst index data was downloaded from 
international geomagnetic website. It can be seen that, the Dst index decreased to −300 on No-
vember 8, illustrating fierce magnetic storm activity. While two magnetic storms were recorded 
respectively on January 21 and May 15, 2005, their duration and intensity were much smaller than 
that on November 8, 2004. Figure 1 shows that high frequency signals were exhibited obviously 

 

Figure 1 Curves of geomagnetic Z component and Dst during three geomagnetic storms and a 
normal period on Changli station (the Universal Time, follows same) 
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during magnetic storms and daily variation shapes were apparently changed. Figure 1 also pre-
sents one data curve during normal time, which reflects that its daily variation is very regular, 
typically different from those during magnetic storms. 

By FFT, power spectrums were calculated during magnetic storm time and normal time, and 
the biggest 10 spectral values were selected. The results were shown in Figure 2. In order to reflect 
the wholly characteristics at different time intervals, curve fitting was done respectively. Seen 
from original curves and fitted curves, the power spectrums at many frequency points during 
geomagnetic storm time (solid lines) are higher than those during normal time (dashed lines), with 
the logarithm spectrum energy higher about an order of magnitude. The fitting curve during the 
geomagnetic storm on January 21, 2005 
crossed at long-period part with that during 
normal time, which may be related to 
length of geomagnetic storm duration and 
energy intensity. Compared with other two 
geomagnetic storms, the geomagnetic 
storm on January 21, 2005 is weaker what-
ever the duration or intensity. The geo-
magnetic storm on November 2004 lasted 
the longest time, the daily curves disturbed 
in these three days and the lowest Dst 
reached −373 nT. Although the geomag-
netic storm on May 2005 lasted a shorter 
time, the Dst reduced to −273 nT, stronger 
than that on January 21, 2005. 

 

Figure 3 Minute original curves (upper) of geomagnetic Z component and hourly curves (lower) 
of geomagnetic index Dst during low point displacement periods on Changli station 

Low point displacement line was exhibited crossing central China respectively on February 1 
and 6, 2004, dividing China into two parts. The Changli station is located at the north part, form-
ing the phenomenon of low point time moving backwards (Figure 3). Based on the Dst record, it 
was not lower than −50 nT in three days around the events, with no magnetic storm shown, be-
longing to quiet geomagnetic time interval. As the same, power spectrum values of each frequency 
were calculated using 3-days data around these two low point displacement. Ten biggest spectral  

 

Figure 2 Comparison among spectral fitting curves of 
geomagnetic Z component on Changli station 
Solid lines: geomagnetic storm period; dashed lines: 
normal period 
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values plotted in Figure 4 (blank labels, fit-
ting lines are solid line), the results show 
that, the spectral energy of periods during 
low point displacement interval can not be 
basically distinguished with those during 
normal time. But with the increase of period, 
spectral energy decreases gradually, lower 
apparently than that in normal time. 

From the analysis above, it is demon-
strated that, the periodical power spectrums 
during geomagnetic storm interval or low 
point displacement interval, are both differ-
ent from that in normal time, being higher 
during geomagnetic storms especially at the 
high frequency segment, while the overall 

energy is reducing and presenting some difference at long period segment during low point dis-
placement, which all can be differentiated with normal variation. 

3 Main spectrum characteristics during low point displacement and 
its response in space 

In order to reflect the whole spectrum characteristics during low point displacement, 3-days 
data including the days before and after the low point displacement was selected, 4 096 minute 
values used, then the spectrum values of each frequency were obtained by FFT. During 2002 to 
2006, there are 16 events where low point displacement formed and low point time at the Changli 
station exceeded 2 hours than normal time. Due to the geomagnetic storms occurring during some 
events, their whole spectrum energy was affected, so they were deleted. Finally 10 low point dis-
placement events at Changli station left, their FFT results at each frequency were cumulated and 
averaged. While, 3-days FFT results of 12 quiet and normal intervals were added together and av-
eraged, the averaged spectrum is shown in Figure 5. It is seen, consistent with former analysis; the 
averaged spectrum values at some larger amplitude of normal time are generally higher than those 
during low point displacement. To give prominence to the variation of high frequency segment,  
the energy spectrum values were trans-
formed to logarithm as shown in Figure 
6. The results show that, many high 
spectrum values occur from 0.05 (equals 
to 20 minutes) to 0.5 (equals to 2 min-
utes) regularly, while no obvious spec-
trum in normal time. Due to the equidis-
tant distribution of spectrum, it is con-
sidered as artificial disturbances. Com-
pared with original observing data, it is 
found that there exist many impulses 
with the period of 2~7 minute every hour. 
Because resistivity and magnetic field 

 

Figure 4 Comparison of spectral fitting curves dur-
ing low point displacement and normal 
periods  
Dashed lines: normal period; solid lines: low point 
displacement period 

 
Figure 5 Averaged spectrum during normal and low 

point displacement periods  
Solid square: normal period; open square: low point dis-
placement period 
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are observed at this same station, routine resistivity observation needs to emit electricity every 
hour to underground, which may result in the above phenomenon. The FFT analysis results illus-
trate apparently the spectral feature of a group of disturbances, so it is suggested that this kind of 
impulse signals should be omitted effectively at the segment of data preprocess.  

 

Figure 6 FFT logarithm spectrum (a) and original disturbed curves (b) 

Summing up the characteristics at high and low frequencies, no obvious spectrum were 
formed during low point displacement occurrence, however whole spectrum decreased. By analy-
sis on the results of Figure 5, only two spectrums in 10 values are higher than that in normal in-
terval, that is the period of 8.5 hour and 13.7 hour (arrows shown in Figure 5). According to the 

formula of sounding depth by electromagnetic wave T
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the resistivity of crust and lithosphere is 1 000 Ω⋅m, the sounding depth of these two periods can 
reach about 400 km, to mantle asthenosphere. It reflects that during low point displacement oc-
currence, electromagnetic wave produces disturbances in mantle asthenosphere, illustrating that 
low point displacement is a deep seated effect to mantle asthenosphere, not a tectonic action in 
lithosphere and crust, so the source of low point displacement may be related to upwelling of 
thermal media in deep mantle. Of course, the occurrence of low point displacement is a large re-
gional anomaly, not limited to a small area, whether it is related to the horizontal movement of 
deep thermal media needs more information accumulation and further study. 

Satellite observation provides a lot of spatial electromagnetic data, and it is convenient for 
analysis on the electromagnetic response among lithosphere and atmosphere, iononsphere. Low 
point displacement is a kind of regional event, with the scale of more than a few million kilome-
ters. Can such an anomaly results in the disturbance in ionosphere? Or does the local disturbance 
in ionosphere leads to the movement of geomagnetic low point time? All these are problems 
drawing attention to electromagnetic researchers. Here, taking 2 low point displacement events as 
example, electron density (Ne) data in related time interval on the DEMETER satellite (Parrot et al, 
2006；Lebreton et al, 2006) were downloaded, and spatial Ne variation features in these anomalous 
intervals were analyzed.  

On January 17, 2005, an obvious low point displacement dividing line was formed in China 
(upper in Figure 7), in which the low point time at north part moved forwards during 5~6 o’clock 
Beijing time (normal low point time being 12 o’clock of local time), while the low point time at 
south part moved backwards during 15~17 o’clock, forming about 10 hour time difference be-
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tween the two parts. On February 15, 29 days after the low point displacement event, a 6.2 earth-
quake (41.6°N, 79.3°E) occurred in Wushi, western Xinjiang. In order to compare the spatial 
anomaly and low point displacement, electron data recorded by Langmuir probe on DEMETER on 
January 16, 17, 18 was downloaded, and 24 orbits flying across China were collected. Same data 
limits were used in three contour images (lower in Figure 7). Figure 7 shows that, the image of 
date 17 exists apparent different from that of 16 and 18, with Ne quickly increasing to form a dense 
contour line distribution, while the distribution scale of high values enlarging relative to the day 
before and after it. On 17, the maximum of Ne increases approximately with an amplitude of 40% 
relative to the other two days. In addition, there exists local high values at (110°E, 18°N), while 
this high value area weakening in amplitude and moving to west on date 18. Ne at 20°N~50°N of 
date 17 were higher than those of the other two days, showing smaller region with Ne lower than 
11 000 cm−3 (dark blue). At east 120°E, 40°N~50°N, there exists another high value region, while 
low values is evenly distributed at high latitude in other two days. Summarizing these three  

 

Figure 7 Low point displacement image on January 17, 2005 and spatial Ne variation images during 
16-18 (75°E~120°E, 45°S~50°N) 
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images, on January 17, 2005, the phenomenon of Ne increase occurred indeed at the ionospheric 
highness (710 km), which illustrated that disturbance existed assuredly in the ionosphere on the 
date of 17, so spatial ionospheric variation was well corresponded with the phenomenon of low 
point displacement. 

On March 5, 2005, at the southwest of China, a low point displacement event formed (upper 
Figure 8), intraday low point of all stations located at southwestern China moved forwards 7, 8 
hours, being 6~7 o’clock at the early morning. The anomalous dividing line was obvious. After 
this event, a M5 earthquake took place in Xinjiang, China on March 24, while at the extended line 
of the dividing line, a M8.5 earthquake occurred in Indonesia, south of China, on March 28. 
Fore-and-aft four days Ne data above China was downloaded around this event, from March 3 to 6 
(lower in Figure 8). The results show that, on March 3, there occurred peak values at the two sides 
of equator of 10°S~20°N, with the amplitude of about 22 000 cm−3; since March 4, the scale of 
peak values enlarged, with the maximum amplitude reaching 39 000 cm−3, and Ne at north sphere 
increase, but less apparently than that of equator; On March 5, the peak values increased largely, 
with the maximum amplitude reaching 45 000 cm−3, 2 times of that on March 3, where the scale 
enlarged continuously; on March 6, the whole peak values were scattered, being south and north 
sphere and around equator respectively, with the amplitude recovering to the level of that on 
March 3, obviously different from those on March 4 and 5. 

The location of dividing lines in these two low point displacement events was different and 
the stations showing anomalies also were different, but the spatial Ne images were with well simi-
larity, that is spatial Ne variation image exhibited notable increase at equatorial peak value segment, 
which reflects that there exists evident relationship between spatial electromagnetic variation and 
Earth geomagnetic field variation. 

By viewing the spatial variation images during these two low point displacement intervals, Ne 
showed the feature of integral increase, especially at the equator region. The Ne in north China 
relatively rose, but dividing area could not be found responding to the low point dividing part, so 
spatial anomalies were with much larger scale. It indicates that the increase of ionospheric electron 
density may cause the aberration of surface geomagnetic observing data, exciting stronger elec-
tromagnetic activity of deep-seated media at more active area, consequently forming the phe-
nomenon of low point displacement in geomagnetic vertical component. Or it is thought that low 
point displacement is the combination action of space and Earth electromagnetic field. Spatial 
electromagnetic field variation produces induced magnetic field at active area of underground me-
dia, leading to the aberration of daily variation in geomagnetic observation and the movement of 
low point time, and then forming the phenomenon of low point displacement in a large scale. 
Therefore, low point displacement is produced by coupling of space and the Earth, not just only 
the result of underground media movement. 

4 Conclusions 
By the spectrum analysis of geomagnetic Z component at Changli staion in Hebei Province 

and comparison with spatial data and images, it is found as follows: 
1) Geomagnetic energy spectrum during geomagnetic storms is generally higher than those 

during normal time, the amplitude rising to about an order of magnitude, especially at short period 
part, which reflects the enhancement effect of magnetic energy during magnetic disturbances; 
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Figure 8 Low point displacement image on March 5, 2005 and spatial Ne variation images during 

3∼6 (75°E~120°E, 45°S~50°N) 
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2) Spectrums at different frequency during low point displacement are smaller than those 
during normal time, especially at long period part, the amplitude reducing to about half an order of 
magnitude; 

3) Based on the distribution of spectrums, we can clearly distinguish the geomagnetic storm, 
normal time and low point displacement anomaly, while spectrum analysis also provides an effec-
tive tool for discriminating artificial disturbances; 

4) By comparison of multi-days FFT accumulation during low point displacement and nor-
mal time, it is found that when low point displacement occurs, the spectrums at period of 8.5 and 
13.7 hour increase, which illustrates that the source causing low point displacement may come 
from deep mantle media; 

4) Compared with spatial electron density, responding to the time of low point displacement, 
space ionosphere shows the phenomenon of electron density increase with larger scale at equator 
and its two sides on same day. But, there is no spatial corresponding between the distribution of 
high values and low point displacement dividing line, and there is no apparent relationship to the 
movement forwards or backwards of geomagnetic low point time. Summing up, it is thought that, 
the formation of geomagnetic low point displacement may be related to the electromagnetic cou-
pling effect of space and Earth ionosphere-lithosphere, in which large-scaled increase of iono-
spheric electromagnetic signals may cause aberration of observed geomagnetic signals, forming 
the phenomenon of geomagnetic low point displacement. The mechanism of space-earth coupling 
needs further study in future.  
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